MT. SAC LLC

English as a Second Language (ESL) MATERIALS
BEGINNING Levels Literacy, Pre-1, 1 & 2
Counter
or Online

ENGLISH AUDIO

DESCRIPTIONS

English as a Second Language Programs
Online

Active Listening: Introducing
Skills for Understanding
(Book)

Learn to listen through a careful balance of activities
including listening for main ideas, listening for specific
information, and making inferences. (Pre-1 and 1)

Online

Active Listening: Building Skills
for Understanding
(Book)
English Express 1
(Book) and
Self-Study Audio
English in Action
(Audio for Textbook and Workbook
Available)
(Textbook Available)
Focus on Grammar – Basic
(Book)
Let’s Talk 1
(Book) and
Self-Study Audio

Improve your listening skills with more than 20 activities
focused on main ideas, identifying specific information, and
understanding inferences. (Levels 1 & 2)

AUDIO

Online

Online

Online
Online

Online

New Interchange – Book 1
(Book)

Online

The Chicken Smells Good - 2nd
edition (Book)

Learn grammar and conversation patterns, introduces a
variety of practical communication tasks. Listen to natural
spoken English and speak in supported activities.
English in Action is a four-level core language series.
Students master listening, speaking, reading, writing, and
grammar through a variety of lively, classroom-tested, easyto-use activities.
Core text for ESL level 1 & 2 – Review the conversations
you listen to in class. (Levels 1 & 2)
Helps you enjoy using English while increasing your
vocabulary and improving your grammatical accuracy. It is
about listening to and understanding other people’s ideas
and sharing your ideas.
New Interchange is a multi-level series for adult
and young adult learners of English from the
beginning to the high-intermediate level. The
Student's Book, Level 1, works on the foundations
for accurate and fluent communication, extending
grammatical, lexical, and functional skills. Beautiful
color photographs and illustrations facilitate the
teaching of new vocabulary.
Forty interesting dialogs and stories that entertain, inform,
and touch emotions. (Level 2)

ENGLISH VIDEO

DESCRIPTIONS

VIDEO

ESL Educational DVDs
Counter

Pronunciation for Success
(Book)

Online

Side By Side TV: 1A & 1B
Side By Side TV: 2A & 2B
(Book)
Family Album
(Book)

Book and DVD will introduce you to the English sound
system and help you practice the necessary skills to
improve your pronunciation.

ESL Educational Videos

Online

Online

ESL Pre Level 1 – 2

Crossroads Cafe

Learn grammar, vocabulary, and topics match the chapters
in the book through a variety of real-life situations.
(Level 1 & 2)
Watch everyday situations within a family. Improve your
vocabulary, idioms, expressions, and listening.
(Level 1, 2)
Take part in the daily lives of people who work in a coffee
shop in New York. You will enjoy the characters as your
listen and watch and learn new expressions.
(Level 1,2)
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Online

Top Notch TV

Online

World Link

A TV-style sitcom approach to learning English. Each level
contains authentic on-the-street interviews. In addition, five
original pop songs and karaoke help reinforce new
language.
Learning English from a global perspective. Each video in
the course contains two segments. “City Living,” the first
segment, are original dramatic episodes about six friends
living, studying, and working in New York City. The second
segment, “Global Viewpoints,” features real-life interviews
with students and professionals that offer examples of real
English language use while presenting viewpoints from a
wide variety of cultural backgrounds.

SOFTWARE

ENGLISH SOFTWARE

DESCRIPTIONS

Online

Rosetta Stone English

Vocabulary, listening comprehension, reading, writing.
(Begin. / Interm.)

Online

ELLIS –Basic & Introduction
(use Guest to logon)

Online

Heinle Picture Dictionary
User: Student
Passwork: (nothing – leave blank)

Interactive video series, which has listening,
pronunciation, and grammar exercises.
INTRO topics include:
• Greetings, introductions,
• Looking for a job
• Making an appointment with a doctor
The Heinle Picture Dictionary helps students learn
words in context through thousands of engaging
illustrations and photos.

Online

Focus on Grammar Interactive–
Book 1 – Book 5

Accompanies student text book

Counter

Grammar Links Level 1

Online

Keyboarding Pro 4

Work on verb tenses and other grammar in exercises
such as fill-ins. Good practice in addition to Focus on
Grammar.
A beginning typing program to help your typing speed
and accuracy.

INTERNET

ENGLISH INTERNET SITES

DESCRIPTIONS

Online

The English Zone

http://www.english-zone.com

Online

English as a Second Language

http://www.rong-chang.com/

Online

Dave’s ESL Café

http://www.eslcafe.com

Online

Randall’s ESL Cyber Listening Lab

http://www.esl-lab.com

Online

English Page-Verb Tense Introduction

http://www.englishpage.com/

Online

Interesting Things for ESL Students

http://www.manythings.org

Online

Listen to English

http://eleaston.com/listen.html#esl

Online

BBC World Service Learning English

http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/learningenglish/i
ndex.shtml

ESL Pre Level 1 – 2
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MT. SAC LLC

English as a Second Language (ESL) MATERIALS
INTERMEDIATE Levels 3 & 4
ENGLISH AUDIO

DESCRIPTIONS

English as a Second Language Programs
Online

Active Listening; Building
Skills for Understanding

Online

Active Listening: Expanding
Skills for Understanding

(Book)

(Book)

Improve your listening skills with more than 20 activities.
.Activities are built around a topic, function, or grammatical
theme such as alternative health techniques, environmental
issues, and creating poetry.
Learn the most frequently used idioms and multiple-word
verbs in the American language. Practice pronunciation
and voice tones to emphasize important points.

Online

All Clear: Idioms in Context
(Book2)
3nd Edition

Online

Contemporary Topics 2

Audio that accompanies textbook worksheets.

Online

English Express 2

Learn grammar and conversation patterns, introduces a
variety of practical communication tasks. Listen to natural
spoken English and speak in supported activities.
Level 3, 4 & 5 Textbook. Practice intermediate & HighIntermediate grammar and review the conversations you
heard in class.
Will help you express your ideas in English and understand
other people’s ideas better.
Helps you enjoy using English while increasing your
vocabulary and improving your grammatical accuracy. It is
about listening to and understanding other people’s ideas
and sharing your ideas.
Book and audio that will introduce you to the English sound
system and help you practice the necessary skills to
improve your pronunciation.
Develop listening and speaking skills through
communicative exercises. Interesting topics that stimulate
your imagination and encourage critical thinking and
personal expression.

(Book) Self Study
Online

Focus on Grammar; Intermediate
& High- Intermediate (Book3)

AUDIO

Improve your listening skills with more than 20 activities
focused on main ideas, identifying specific information, and
understanding inferences.

Online

Impact Values (Book)

Online

Let’s Talk 2
Self Study (Book)

Online

Pronunciation for Success
(Book)

Online

NorthStar: High Intermediate
Focus on Listening and Speaking
(Book)

Online

Step Up 1– Listening, Speaking
and Criitical Thinking
(Book)

Online

Step Up 2– Listening, Speaking
and Criitical Thinking
(Book)

Online

Talk It Through!
(Book)

Online

Targeting Pronunciation
(Book)

Online

Whaddaya Say?
(Book)

ESL – Level 3-4
Last revised 10/29/2009

Each themed based chapter contains instruction on
contemporary topics (like computer purchases), a project,
and online assessments for self evaluation.
Each themed based chapter contains instruction on
contemporary topics (like computer purchases), a project,
and online assessments for self evaluation.
For middle to high-intermediate students. Helps build both
the fluency and accuracy of their listening and speaking
skills
Learn about ten pronunciation targets for improving your
speech including word stress, intonation, thought groups,
consonants, vowels, and reductions.
Learn the differences between slow and fast English. Listen
to spoken language you hear outside the classroom.
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DESCRIPTIONS

ENGLISH SOFTWARE

Grammar
Online

Accompanies student text book

Focus on Grammar Interactive—
Book 1 – Book 5

Counter

AZAR - Understanding & Using English
Grammar Interactive (UUEG)

Online

ELLIS—Master Pronunciation

Lively grammar presentations, extensive
grammar practice, including listening, speaking,
and reading, ongoing assessment, and chapter
test. (Low and High Intermediate)

Pronunciation
(Click on Guest to log on)
Online

Tell Me More--English

SOFTWARE

(General ID is “EnglishXX” XX= a number
between 01 and 50)

Interactive software focusing on individual
sounds. Includes tongue twisters.
A complete language-learning multimedia
program that specializes in pronunciation,
speech recognition, and spoken error tracking. It
also has exercises to work on grammar,
vocabulary, reading, writing, listening and
recording. Obtain User ID from instructor or use a
general ID.

Vocabulary
Online

Get A Clue Junior Mastery

Advanced level vocabulary study. Very attractive
program that is fun.

Online

Rosetta Stone

Vocabulary, listening, comprehension, reading
and writing for Beginning and Intermediate

Online

ELLIS

Listening/Speaking
(Click on Guest to log on)
Online

Tell Me More--English
(General ID is “English XX” XX= a number
between 01 and 50)

Interactive video series, which has listening,
pronunciation and grammar exercises. Try
Senior Mastery.
A complete language-learning multimedia
program that specializes in pronunciation,
speech recognition, and spoken error tracking. It
also has exercises to work on grammar,
vocabulary, reading, writing, listening and
recording.

Writing/Organizing Thoughts
Online

Inspiration

Online

Microsoft FrontPage

Using this writing program helps you to
brainstorm, cluster, and organize your ideas.
This is great help for tough essay assignments.
Web development software

Online

Microsoft PowerPoint

Presentation software

Online

Microsoft Publisher

Desktop publishing software

Online

Microsoft Word

Word-processing software

ESL – Level 3-4
Last revised 10/29/2009
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Keyboarding
Online

Keyboarding Pro DELUXE

Counter

Longman TOEFL – IBT 2.0

ENGLISH VIDEO

Provides comprehensive tutorials in imparting
keyboarding skills to the beginners as well as potential
learners. Comes with features like Production Test,
Drill Practice, Textbook Keying, Timed writings, Skill
building etc.
Preparation CD. Provides additional preparation
for the TOEFL. Includes almost 700 questions in
the format of the TOEFL iBT (Software -Second
Edition)

DESCRIPTIONS

ESL Educational DVDs
Counter

Pronunciation for Success
(Book)

Book and DVD will introduce you to the English sound system and
help you practice the necessary skills to improve your
pronunciation.

Video

ESL Educational Movies
Online

Connect with English

Online

Family Album (Book)

Online

Crossroads Cafe

Online

ESL – Level 3-4
Last revised 10/29/2009

Focus On American Culture
Units & Segments
Unit 1 The Family in America
1 Mid-life Moms
2 Fast-Track Parents
3 Is Love Color-blind?
Unit 2 Work in America
4 Manufacturers Engage in
False…
5 Beyond 9 to 5
6 The Joys and Risks of the
"Daddy…
Unit 3 Education in America
7 Bilingual Education
8 Judgment Day
9 Cheating in College
Unit 4 Trends in America
10 New Suburban Designs for
Living
11 Health Care for the Poor
12 The Perfect Baby: A
Follow Up

This is an English video course centered around Rebecca
as she starts her life anew and follows her dream. The
drama series incorporates conversational language that
English language students can use in their everyday
dialogue. You can also watch real ESL students discuss
Rebecca’s story and how it relates to their own
experiences.
Watch everyday situations within a family. Improve your
vocabulary, idioms, expressions, and listening.
Take part in the daily lives of people who work in a coffee
shop in New York. You will enjoy the characters as you
listen and watch and learn new expressions.
Video segments taken from a television news magazine in
the 90’s. Accompanying textbook works on vocabulary,
grammar, and understanding.
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Online

Pronunciation for Success
(Book)

Online

Noteworthy
(Book available)

Online

Summit TV - 1

Online

Top Notch TV

Online

World Link

Online

North Star

ENGLISH DVD
Counter

Apollo 13
English, Spanish and French Audio
2 hours 20 minutes
English and Spanish Subtitles
Rated PG

DVD

Counter

Butch Cassidy & Sundance Kid
Rated PG
110 minutes
English and French audio
Subtitles in English and Spanish

Counter

Dead Poets Society
Rated PG
129 minutes
Audio in English and French

Counter

Driving Miss Daisy
Rated PG
99 minutes
Audio in French and English
Subtitles in English, French and Spanish

Counter

Fly away Home
Rated PG
English, Spanish and French Audio
Subtitles in Spanish (107 minutes)

ESL – Level 3-4
Last revised 10/29/2009

Book and DVD will introduce you to the English sound
system and help you practice the necessary skills to
improve your pronunciation.
This video is a complement to the audio that accompany
the textbook NOTEWORTHY 2. It Contains the lecture for
each of the chapters. NOTEWORTHY develops students
listening and note taking skills, provides insights into U.S.
life and culture, and builds cross-disciplinary vocabulary
Video that accompanies Summit 1 (Two level highintermediate/advanced course. Summit 1 develops
competence and confidence in all four skills (conversation,
grammar, reading, and listening). Summit is designed to
follow the Top Notch series
A TV-style sitcom approach to learning English. Each level
contains authentic on-the-street interviews. In addition, five
original pop songs and karaoke help reinforce new
language.
Learning English from a global perspective. Each video in
the course contains two segments. “City Living,” the first
segment, are original dramatic episodes about six friends
living, studying, and working in New York City. The second
segment, “Global Viewpoints,” features real-life interviews
with students and professionals that offer examples of real
English language use while presenting viewpoints from a
wide variety of cultural backgrounds.
This is the video supplement to the textbook. It includes 3-5
minute segments for each unit. The segments are
thematically linked to the units to add to listening
comprehension and offer additional material for discussion
or writing.

DESCRIPTIONS
Space flight had become routine one year after the first moon
landing. Apollo 13 was stranded 205,000 miles from earth in a
crippled spacecraft with all the astronauts in a desperate fight to
survive. Meanwhile, at Mission Control, another astronaut and
Mission Control Director and a heroic ground control crew race
against time, and the odds, to bring them home.
This Academy Award winning film blends adventure, romance and
comedy to tell the true story of the West’s most likeable outlaws. No
one is quicker than Butch Cassidy when it comes to get rich quick
schemes, and his sidekick Sundance is a wizard with a gun. When
these two bungling band and train robbers tire of running from the
law, they set out for Bolivia with Sundance’s girlfriend.
Academy Award winner, Robin Williams, plays an English teacher,
who in an age of crew cuts, sport coats and conformity, inspires his
students to live life to the fullest. The charismatic teacher’s
emotionally charged challenge is met by his students with
irrepressible enthusiasm
The story of a genteel but strong-willed Southern matron, Miss
Daisy, and her patient but equally determined chauffeur Hoke. For
two people so different, they have a lot in common. And the bumpy
road they travel ultimately leads for the friendship of a lifetime.

The soaring adventure of a 13 year old girl and her estranged father
who learn what family is all about when they adopt an orphaned
flock of geese and teach them to fly.
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Counter

Harry Potter Sorcerer’s Stone

Counter

Mission Impossible

Counter

October Sky
English and French Audio
1 hour 48 minutes
Rated PG

Rescued from the outrageous neglect of his aunt and uncle,
a young boy with a great destiny proves his worth while
attending Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry
An American agent, under false suspicion of disloyalty,
must discover and expose the real spy without the help of
his organization.
In 1957 West Virginia coal mining is king and no one escapes life
underground. But high schooler, Homer Hickman, see the Soviet
satellite Sputnik streak overhead., he aims for the stars and a new
destiny. With the help of his teacher and three friends, Homer sets
out to build his own rocket. This true story shows how Homer
overcomes a poor education, a disapproving father and a series of
misfires that threaten to flatten his dreams and the town.

Counter

Out Of Time

How do you solve a murder when all the evidence points to
you. A Florida police chief must solve a vicious double
homicide before he himself falls under suspicion.

Counter

The Princess Bride

A fantastical escape into a world of swashbuckling swordsmen and
gallant heroes. When Westley leaves to seek his fortune, his true
love, Buttercup, is captured by an evil price. Will Westley return in
time to save her? Can he battle the wizards, warriors and pirates
set in his way?

1 hour 38 minutes
Rated PG
Counter

The Father of The Bride

Love is wonderful. Until it happens to your only daughter.
It is a good family comedy

Counter

The Shawshank Redemption

This is a movie about the triumph of the human spirit. Red Redding
is a lifer who knows the ropes at Maine’s Shawshank State Prison.
Andy is a new inmate who was a quiet banker unjustly convicted of
murder. Andy’s indomitable will earns Red’s friendship; his
resourcefulness brings hope and change to the entire prison. Andy
if full of surprises – and he saves the best for last.
Deep inside a tree trunk, two children discover a fascinating new
world inhabited by Totoros – amazing, charming creatures who
become their friends. Best of all, Totoros can’t be seen by adults,
only the children who love them. Based on Japanese animation.
With the loving support of his mother, 13 year old Kevin moves in
next door to another teen, Max. Though both have problems that
label them as outcasts, Kevin and Max discover that by proudly
combining their strengths and uniting as one, they can overcome
their individual limitations and triumph over any adversity. As the
two set out on a series of courageous adventures, they find the
mightiest treasure of all: Friendship!

Rated R
Audio and Subtitles in English and French
Counter

Totoro
1993 – 87 minutes, Color
English Only

Counter

Mighty
100 minutes
Rated PG13

ESL – Level 3-4
Last revised 10/29/2009
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ESL INTERNET SITES

DESCRIPTIONS

Internet

Activities—General ESL Sites
Online

About.com - Listening

Online

About.com - Pronunciation

Online

Activities For ESL Students

Online

BBC World Service Learning English

Online

Dave’s ESL Cafe

http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/learningeng
lish/index.shtml
http://www.eslcafe.com

Online

English as 2nd Language

http://esl.about.com/?once=true&

Online

English As a Second Language

http://www.rong-chang.com/

Online

English Online—E.L. Easton

http://www.eleaston.com

Online

The English Zone

http://english-zone.com/index.php

Online

http://www.starfall.com/

Online

Vocabulary and Games – Pre level 1 & 2
(NEW)
Online Songs

Online

World Fact Book

http://www.theodora.com/wfb/

Online

BBC World Service Learning English

http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/learningeng
lish/index.shtml

ESL – Level 3-4
Last revised 10/29/2009

http://esl.about.com/od/englishlistening/Englis
h_Listening_Skills_and_ActivitiesEffective_Lis
tening_Practice.htm
http://esl.about.com/od/speakingenglish/Spea
king_English_Pronunciation_and_Conversatio
n_Skills.htm
http://a4esl.org/

http://www.harryfox.com/index.jsp
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Grammar
Online

English Grammar

Online

English Page-Verb Tense Introduction

http://www.englishclub.com/grammar/index.ht
m
http://www.englishpage.com/

Online

English Grammar - The English Club

http://www.englishclub.com/learn-english.htm

Online

English Practice

http://www.englishpractice.com/

Online

ESL Online

http://www.rong-chang.com/

Online

ESL Party Land

http://www.eslpartyland.com/

Online

Add Your Words to Wild & Wacky Stories

Online

Online Writing Lab

http://www.nationalgeographic.com/ngkids/ga
mes/wildandwacky/index.html
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/

Online

Cartoon Factory Game

Online

Activities for ESL/EFL Students

Online

English Baby

http://www.englishbaby.com/lessons/index.htm

English Listening Activities

http://www.elllo.org/

Online

Listen to English

http://eleaston.com/listen.html

Online

Global English Learn English Online

http://www.globalenglish.com/m/

Online

Grammar Bytes

http://www.chompchomp.com/

Online

Interesting Things for ESL Students

http://www.manythings.org/

Online

Self – Study Quizzes for ESL Students

http://a4esl.org/q/h/

Online

Randall’s Cyber Listening Cafe

http://www.esl-lab.com

Online

USA Learns

Online

Vocabulary and Games– Pre- Level 1 – 2 NEW
Vocabulary Help Online

http://usalearns.org/index/welcome.cfm?CFID
=775517&CFTOKEN=70843951&jsessionid=1
a30b6ce0da0998deb474d2f115721ac3740
http://www.starfall.com/

http://www.nationalgeographic.com/kids/ngo/c
artoons/more.html
http://a4esl.org

Listening

Online
Online

ESL – Level 3-4
Last revised 10/29/2009

Connections for Success in Work or
Education

http://www.english-at-home.com/
http://www.connectionsforsuccess.com
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Pronunciation
http://www.englishclub.com/pronunciation/in
dex.htm
http://www.faceweb.okanagan.bc.ca/pron/

Online

English Pronunciation

Online
Online

English Pronunciation—Okanagan
University
Mouth Workout—Tongue Twisters

Online

Native Accent Web – Carnegie -- NEW

Online

Phonetics – The
English
Sounds of English

Online

Sounds

of

http://www.elfs.com/MM5%20menu.html

American

https://nativeaccent.carnegiespeech.com/m
yClassroom/login/index.php
http://www.uiowa.edu/~acadtech/phonetics/
english/frameset.html
http://www.soundsofenglish.org/pronunciatio
n/index.htm

Company Web Sites
Online

Coca-Cola

http://www.coca-cola.com

Online

Jelly Belly

http://www.jellybelly.com

Online

Kraft Interactive Kitchen

http://web.kraftfoods.com

Online

National Geographic

http://www.nationalgeographic.com

Online

National Park Service

http://www.nps.gov

Online

Rainforest Café

http://www.rainforestcafe.com/lMain.asp

Online

US Immigration Information

http://www.uscis.gov/portal/site/uscis

Internet Writing
Online

Paragraph Structure

Online

Sentence Structurre

http://www2.actden.com/writ_Den/Tips/para
grap/index.htm
http://www.towson.edu/ows/sentelmt.htm

Online

The Blue Book of Grammar and Punctuation

http://www.grammarbook.com/

ESL – Level 3-4
Last revised 10/29/2009
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Internet Dictionary and Reference
Online

Encyclopedia Britannica

http://www.britannica.com/

Online

http://www.merriam-webster.com/

Online

Merriam- Webster Online Dictionary and
More
MSN Learning and Reference

Online

Online Dictionary

http://dictionary.reference.com/

Online

Online Dictionary Encyclopedia

http://www.encyclopedia.com/

Online

Online Thesaurus

http://thesaurus.reference.com/

Online

Oxford English Dictionary - NEW

http://dictionary.oed.com/entrance.dtl

Online

Oxford Translation Dictionary - NEW

http://www.oxfordlanguagedictionaries.com/

Online

US Immigration Information

http://www.uscis.gov/portal/site/uscis

Online

World Fact Book

http://www.theodora.com/wfb/

http://encarta.msn.com/default.aspx

Internet – Games
Online

Chomp Chomp – Interactive Grammar Review

http://www.chompchomp.com/

Online

English Zone Games

Online

Interesting Things for ESL Students

http://www.englishzone.com/funstuff/1games.html
http://www.manythings.org/

Online

Online English Games

http://www.rong-chang.com/

Online

Puzzle Maker Games

Online

Word Games

http://puzzlemaker.discoveryeducation.com/
#
http://www.nanana.com/wordgames.html

Internet TOEFL
Online

TOEFL – Study and Testing Practice

Online

TOEFL – How to take the Test and Study Info

Online

TOEFL – Information Site

Online

TOEFL – Review Site

ESL – Level 3-4
Last revised 10/29/2009

http://esl.about.com/od/teoflexam/TOEFL_T
est_of_English_as_a_Foreign_Language_E
xam_Help.htm
http://www.testden.com/
http://www.ets.org/portal/site/ets/menuitem.f
ab2360b1645a1de9b3a0779f1751509/?vgn
extoid=69c0197a484f4010VgnVCM100000
22f95190RCRD
http://www.testwise.com/review.html
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MT. SAC LLC

English as a Second Language (ESL) MATERIALS
ADVANCED Levels 5 & 6 & Healthcare Interpreting
Counter
or Online

ENGLISH AUDIO

DESCRIPTIONS

English as a Second Language Programs
Online
nd

All Clear: Book 3 – 2 Ed –
Listening and Speaking

Learn the most frequently used idioms and multiple-word
verbs in the American language. Practice pronunciation and
voice tones to emphasize important points.

(Book)
Online

Level 5 & 6 Textbook. Practice advanced grammar.

Focus on Grammar – Book 4 –
3rd Ed Advanced (Book)
Online

Level 5 & 6 Textbook. Practice advanced grammar.

Focus on Grammar – Book 5 –
3rd Ed High-Intermediate (Book))
Online

Impact Values

(Book)

Online

Audio

Let’s Talk 3 – Lessons (Book)

Online

Let’s Talk 3 – Self Study
Exercises (Book)
Online

North Star: Advanced
Focus on Listening and Speaking

Online

Noteworthy 3rd Edition
Listening and note taking skills
(Book)

Pronouncing American
English – Sounds, Stress, and
Intonation – Second Edition
(Book Available)

On line

Summit 1
Online

(Book)

TOEFL - Longman Preparation
Course for the TOEFL TEST ---

Next Generation IBT
Second Edition (Book)

ESL - Level 5-6 and HCI

This will help you express your ideas in English and
understand other people’s ideas better.
Helps you enjoy using English while increasing your
vocabulary and improving your grammatical accuracy. It is
about listening to and understanding other people’s ideas
and sharing your ideas.
Helps you enjoy using English while increasing your
vocabulary and improving your grammatical accuracy. It is
about listening to and understanding other people’s ideas
and sharing your ideas.
Develop listening and speaking skills through communicative
exercises. Interesting topics that stimulate your imagination
and encourage critical thinking and personal expression
Develops students listening and note taking skills,
provides insights into U.S. life and culture, and builds crossdisciplinary vocabulary.

As an accompaniment for the AMLA 21 pronunciation
course, the audio and book presents an in-depth
overview of issues pertaining to American English
Pronunciation. The audio also provides students the
opportunity to practice various stress, intonation,
vowels, and consonant sounds. These audios are
ideal for intermediate and advanced students of
American English
Two level high-intermediate/advanced course. Summit 1
develops competence and confidence in all four skills
(conversation, grammar, reading, and listening). Summit is
designed to follow the Top Notch series
Skills and Strategies – Test Preparation for all levels used
as a tool for individualized study outside of the classroom.
Measures students’ level of performance in Reading,
Listening, Speaking and Writing as well as determining
specific are as of weakness. (Audio-Second Edition)

Page 1 of 10
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Online

Targeting Pronunciation – 2nd
Edition
Second Edition (Book)

Learn about ten pronunciation targets for improving your
speech including word stress, intonation, thought groups,
consonants, vowels, and reductions.
Learn the differences between slow and fast English. Listen
to spoken language you hear outside the classroom. Helps
intermediate to high-intermediate students understand
English as it is really spoken.

Online

Whaddaya Say? – 2nd Ed
(Book)

ENGLISH VIDEO

DESCRIPTIONS
ESL Educational

Counter

Pronunciation for Success
(Book)

Book and DVD will introduce you to the English sound system and
help you practice the necessary skills to improve your
pronunciation.

ESL Educational Videos

VIDEO

Online

Online

Online

Focus On : American Culture
Units & Segments
Unit 1 The Family in America
1 Mid-life Moms
2 Fast-Track Parents
3 Is Love Color-blind?
Unit 2 Work in America
4 Manufacturers
Engage in False…
5 Beyond 9 to 5
6 The Joys and Risks of
the "Daddy…
Unit 3 Education in America
7 Bilingual Education
8 Judgment Day
9 Cheating in College
Unit 4 Trends in America
10 New Suburban
Designs for Living
11 Health Care for the
Poor
12 The Perfect Baby: A
Follow Up
Family Album
(Book)
Crossroads Cafe

Online

Video segments taken from a television news magazine in
the 90’s. Accompanying textbook works on vocabulary,
grammar, and understanding.

Watch everyday situations within a family. Improve your
vocabulary, idioms, expressions, and listening.
(Level 1, 2)
Take part in the daily lives of people who work in a coffee
shop in New York. You will enjoy the characters as your
listen and watch and learn new expressions.
(Level 1,2)
Video that accompanies Summit 1 (Two level highintermediate/advanced course. Summit 1 develops
competence and confidence in all four skills (conversation,
grammar, reading, and listening). Summit is designed to
follow the Top Notch series

Summit TV - 1

ESL - Level 5-6 and HCI
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Online

Connect with English

Online

Noteworthy
(Book available)

Online

North Star – High Intermediate

Online

World Link

This is an English video course centered around Rebecca
as she starts her life anew and follows her dream. The
drama series incorporates conversational language that
English language students can use in their everyday
dialogue. You can also watch real ESL students discuss
Rebecca’s story and how it relates to their own experiences.
This video is a complement to the audio that accompany the
textbook NOTEWORTHY 2. It Contains the lecture for each
of the chapters. NOTEWORTHY develops students
listening and note taking skills, provides insights into U.S.
life and culture, and builds cross-disciplinary vocabulary
This is the video supplement to the textbook. It includes 3-5
minute segments for each unit. The segments are
thematically linked to the units to add to listening
comprehension and offer additional material for discussion
or writing
World Link TV is a 24-hour non-commercial satellite TV
channel, which provides Americans with a global
perspective on news, culture and critical social issues like
human rights, the environment and globalization. It's
available as a basic service on DirecTV and The Dish
Network, and currently reaches over 18 million households.v

Online
Top Notch – TV
( Level 1+ 2+ 3)

ENGLISH SOFTWARE

DESCRIPTIONS
Grammar

Counter

Aaza – Fundamentals of
English Grammar – FEG –
Low Intermediate
Understanding & Using

Lively grammar presentations, extensive grammar practice,
including listening, speaking, and reading, ongoing
assessment, and chapter test.
Under Longman Student

Counter

Aaza – Understanding &
Using English Grammar
(UUEG) - High Interactive
Understanding & Using

Lively grammar presentations, extensive grammar practice,
including listening, speaking, and reading, ongoing
assessment, and chapter test.
Under Longman Student

Online

Focus on Grammar
Interactive –
Book 1 – Book 5
Longman TOEFL CD - ROM
– Skills, Mini Tests, and
Complete Test Practice –
Longman iBT 2.0

Accompanies student text book

Counter

Preparation CD. Provides additional preparation for the
TOEFL. Includes almost 700 questions in the format of the
TOEFL iBT (Software -Second Edition)

Pronunciation
Online

Online

ELLIS—Master
Pronunciation
(Click on Guest)
Tell Me More--ESL
(General ID is “llc10”)

ESL - Level 5-6 and HCI

Interactive software focusing on individual sounds. Includes tongue
twisters.
A complete language-learning multimedia program that specializes in
pronunciation, speech recognition, and spoken error tracking. It also has
exercises to work on grammar, vocabulary, reading, writing, listening and
recording. Obtain User ID from instructor or use a general ID.
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Vocabulary
Online

Rosetta Stone - ESL

Vocabulary, listening, comprehension, reading and writing
for Beginning and Intermediate

Online

Rosetta Stone – Level 1 –
Content - Text

Vocabulary, listening, comprehension, reading and writing
for Beginning and Intermediate

Online

Rosetta Stone – Level 2 –
Content - Text

Vocabulary, listening, comprehension, reading and writing
for Beginning and Intermediate

Online

Get A Clue - Junior Mastery
2.0

Advanced level vocabulary study. Very attractive program that is fun.

Online
Online
Online

Get A Clue – Mastery 2.0
Heinle Picture Dictionary
Native Accent Carnegie
Speech - NEW

Very advanced – college preparation for SATs
http://nativeaccent.carnegiespeech.com/myClassroom/login/index.php

Listening/Speaking
Online

Online

ELLIS ( Basics, Intro, Middle
and Senior Mastery)
(Click on Guest to log on)
Tell Me More--English
(General ID is “englishXX” XX=
a number between 01 and 50)

Interactive video series, which has listening, pronunciation and grammar
exercises. Try Senior Mastery.
A complete language-learning multimedia program that specializes in
pronunciation, speech recognition, and spoken error tracking. It also has
exercises to work on grammar, vocabulary, reading, writing, listening and
recording. Obtain User ID from instructor or use a general ID.

Writing/Organizing Thoughts
Online

Inspiration 7.5

Using this writing program helps you to brainstorm, cluster, and organize
your ideas. This is great help for tough essay assignments.

Online

Microsoft PowerPoint - 2007

Presentation software

Online

Microsoft Publisher - 2003

Desktop publishing software

Online

Microsoft office Word – 2003 &
2007

Word processing software

Keyboarding
Online

Keyboarding Pro DELLUXE
(Log on as “Guest”)

English DVD’s

DVD

Counter

Counter

Counter

Apollo 13
English, Spanish and French
Audio
2 hours 20 minutes
English and Spanish Subtitles
Rated PG
Butch Cassidy & Sundance
Kid
Rated PG
110 minutes
English and French audio
Subtitles in English and Spanish
Dead Poets Society
Rated PG
129 minutes
Audio in English and French

ESL - Level 5-6 and HCI

This software allows learners to improve typing skills.

DESCRIPTIONS
Space flight had become routine one year after the first moon landing.
Apollo 13 was stranded 205,000 miles from earth in a crippled spacecraft
with all the astronauts in a desperate fight to survive. Meanwhile, at
Mission Control, another astronaut and Mission Control Director and a
heroic ground control crew race against time, and the odds, to bring them
home.
This Academy Award winning film blends adventure, romance and comedy
to tell the true story of the West’s most likeable outlaws. No one is quicker
than Butch Cassidy when it comes to get rich quick schemes, and his
sidekick Sundance is a wizard with a gun. When these two bungling band
and train robbers tire of running from the law, they set out for Bolivia with
Sundance’s girlfriend.
Academy Award winner, Robin Williams, plays an English teacher, who in
an age of crew cuts, sport coats and conformity, inspires his students to live
life to the fullest. The charismatic teacher’s emotionally charged challenge
is met by his students with irrepressible enthusiasm
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Counter

Counter

Counter

Counter

Counter

Driving Miss Daisy
Rated PG
99 minutes
Audio in French and English
Subtitles in English, French and
Spanish
Fly away Home
Rated PG
English, Spanish and French
Audio
Subtitles in Spanish
107 minutes
October Sky
English and French Audio
1 hour 48 minutes
Rated PG
The Princess Bride
1 hour 38 minutes
Rated PG
The Shawshank Redemption
Rated R
Audio and Subtitles in English
and French

Counter

Mighty
100 minutes
Rated PG13

Counter

Out of Time
2003 - 1 hour 45 minutes
Rated PG-13
(sexual content, violence,
language)
Audio: English, Spanish,
French
Subtitles: English, Spanish,
French
Totoro
1993 – 87 minutes, Color
English Only

Counter

** Animation Movie **
Counter

Castle in the Sky/Grave of the
Fireflies
Japanese & English Audio
English Captions
** Must change language to
English **
- Laputa - Castle in the Sky
(1986)
125 minutes
- Grave of the Fireflies (1987)
88 minutes

The story of a genteel but strong-willed Southern matron, Miss Daisy, and
her patient but equally determined chauffeur Hoke. For two people so
different, they have a lot in common. And the bumpy road they travel
ultimately leads for the friendship of a lifetime.

The soaring adventure of a 13 year old girl and her estranged father who
learn what family is all about when they adopt an orphaned flock of geese
and teach them to fly.

In 1957 West Virginia coal mining is king and no one escapes life
underground. But high schooler, Homer Hickman, see the Soviet satellite
Sputnik streak overhead., he aims for the stars and a new destiny. With the
help of his teacher and three friends, Homer sets out to build his own
rocket. This true story shows how Homer overcomes a poor education, a
disapproving father and a series of misfires that threaten to flatten his
dreams and the town.
A fantastical escape into a world of swashbuckling swordsmen and gallant
heroes. When Westley leaves to seek his fortune, his true love, Buttercup,
is captured by an evil price. Will Westley return in time to save her? Can
he battle the wizards, warriors and pirates set in his way?
This is a movie about the triumph of the human spirit. Red Redding is a
lifer who knows the ropes at Maine’s Shawshank State Prison. Andy is a
new inmate who was a quiet banker unjustly convicted of murder. Andy’s
indomitable will earns Red’s friendship; his resourcefulness brings hope
and change to the entire prison. Andy if full of surprises – and he saves the
best for last.
With the loving support of his mother, 13 year old Kevin moves in next door
to another teen, Max. Though both have problems that label them as
outcasts, Kevin and Max discover that by proudly combining their strengths
and uniting as one, they can overcome their individual limitations and
triumph over any adversity. As the two set out on a series of courageous
adventures, they find the mightiest treasure of all: Friendship!
Matt Lee Whitlock (Denzel Washington), chief of police in the small town of
Banyan Key, Fla., is respected by his peers and loved by his community. But when
Banyan Key is shocked by a double homicide, everything Matt Lee thought he
knew starts to unravel as he falls under suspicion. Racing against time to solve the
murders, Matt Lee must stay a few steps ahead of his own police force and
everyone he's trusted in order to uncover the truth.

Deep inside a tree trunk, two children discover a fascinating new world
inhabited by Totoros – amazing, charming creatures who become their
friends. Some are big, come are small, but all of them are furry, lovable
and ready to do wondrous, magical things, loveable and ready to do
wondrous, magical things, like fly over mountains and make giant trees
grow in the middle of the night. Best of all, Totoros can’t be seen by adults,
only the children who love them.
Laputa - Castle in the Sky – Laputa, a floating castle in the sky, was
created by a mysterious race of people who long ago disappeared from the
planet. A group of ruthless pirates suspect it has treasures and riches
beyond imagination. The government wants to find out if it holds the power
to rule the world. Both are chasing a girl named Sheeta in their quest for
this hidden city because only the secret spells passed down to Sheeta by
her grandmother can unlock the puzzle.
Grave of the Fireflies – In the aftermath of a WWII bombing, two orphaned
children struggle to survive in the Japanese countryside. To Seita and his
four-year-old sister, the helplessness and indifference of their countrymen
is even more painful than the enemy raids. Through desperation, hunger
and grief, these children’s lives are as heartbreakingly fragile as their spirit
and love is inspiring. Grave of the Fireflies is a tale of the true tragedy of
war and innocence lost, not only of the abandoned young, but of an entire
nation.

** Animation Movie **
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Counter

Princess Mononoke/My
Neighbor Totoro
Japanese & English Audio
English Subtitles
** Must change language to
English **
** My Neighbor Totoro’s menu
is in Japanese, please request
instructions for navigation **
- Princess Mononoke (1997)
134 Minutes
- My Neighbor Totoro (1988)
86 Minutes
** Animation Movie **

Counter

Counter

Princess Mononoke – A period when samurai warriors raided each other’s
territories whenever they sensed weakness or advantage. Men and women
driven from areas of conflict eked out their living in remote forests ruled by
ancient gods. Ashitaka, a young warrior from the Emishi clan, is forced to
kill a boar-god who has gone mad and threatened his village.
Subsequently, he is wounded by the god, and the wound carries a curse of
slow death. In his journey to lift the curse, Ashitaka encounters the girl
SAN, raised by wolves and called Princess Mononoke, Princess of Demons
and Spirits, by her human enemies. He also encounters samurai who
massacres helpless villagers, a willy itinernant Buddhist priest, and a proud
village of ironsmiths whose leady, the Lady Eboshi, would fight against
samurai or forest gods to turn her walled fortress of a town into a safe and
prosperous place to live.
My Neighbor Totoro – To live nearer to their mother, who is recuperating
from an illness in a hospital, little Mei and her elder sister Satsuki are
moving with their father to a house in the country. Playing in the yard one
day, Mei spots a tiny creature and follows it into the hollow of a huge tree.
There she discovers Totoro, a giant, furry creature the size of a small
house, fast asleep. Totoro and his friends can not be seen by adults, but
only by the children who love them. Mei and Satsuki fly with Totoro on a
warm summer night, plant a giant tree that grows in minutes and sit high on
its branches. The girls also call on Totoro to help when they are in trouble.

Harry Potter and The
Sorcerer’s Stone
English Audio
Spanish Subtitles

On his 11th birthday, young Harry Potter discovers the life
he never knew he had, the life of a wizard. In his first year at
Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry, he meets his
two best friends Ron Weasley, an expert at Wizard Chess,
and Hermione Granger, a girl with non-magic parents. Harry
learns the game of Quiditch and Wizard Chess on his way to
facing a Dark Arts teacher who is bent on destroying him.

Spirited Away
Japanese, English Audio
English Subtitles
** Must change language to
English **

Tale about a wondrous fantasy about a young girl, Chihiro, trapped in a
strange new world of spirits. When her parents undergo a mysterious
transformation, she must call upon the courage she never knew she had to
free herself and return her family to the outside world.

2002 – Highly Awarded
125 Minutes – Color

Counter

** Animation Movie **
M:i-2 - Mission Impossible 2
English & French Audio
English Subtitles
2000 - Widescreen
123 Minutes - Color

ESL - Level 5-6 and HCI

Director John Woo brings Hong Kong-style martial arts action to this comic
book-flavored sequel that eschews the complicated plot and political
maneuverings of its predecessor in favor of pure, adrenaline-charged thrills.
Tom Cruise returns as Ethan Hunt, an operative for the top-secret
government agency IMF (Impossible Mission Force). Fellow agent Sean
Ambrose has gone rogue, stealing a sample of a deadly synthetic virus
named Chimera that could rapidly wipe out the world's population.
Ambrose's plan is to sell Chimera to the highest bidder in exchange for
shares of stock in the winner's company. Summoned by the new IMF chief,
Ethan is assigned to recruit the help of Ambrose's former lover Nyah
Nordoff-Hall, a gorgeous woman who left Ambrose broken-hearted and who
may be able to quickly regain his confidence. Once he meets and spends a
night with Nyah, however, Ethan is smitten, and now must both capture
Ambrose and keep Nyah alive as she infiltrates a nest of vipers.
Sophisticated disguises, gun battles, and high-speed chases are the order
of the day, very much in the James Bond mold.
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ESL INTERNET SITES

DESCRIPTIONS

Internet

Activities—General ESL Sites
Online

About.com - Listening

Online

About.com - Pronunciation

Online

Activities For ESL Students

http://esl.about.com/od/englishlistening/English_Listening_S
kills_and_ActivitiesEffective_Listening_Practice.htm
http://esl.about.com/od/speakingenglish/Speaking_English_
Pronunciation_and_Conversation_Skills.htm
http://a4esl.org/

Online
Online

BBC World Service Learning
English
Dave’s ESL Cafe

http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/learningenglish/index.sht
ml
http://www.eslcafe.com

Online

English as 2nd Language

http://esl.about.com/?once=true&

Online

English As a Second
Language

http://www.rong-chang.com/

Online

English Online—E.L. Easton

http://www.eleaston.com

Online

English Zone

http://english-zone.com/index.php

Online

Vocabulary and Games – Pre
level 1 & 2 (NEW)

http://www.starfall.com/

Online

Online Songs

http://www.harryfox.com/index.jsp

Online

World Fact Book

http://www.theodora.com/wfb/

ESL - Level 5-6 and HCI
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Grammar
Online

English Grammar – The English Club

http://www.englishclub.com/

Online

English Page-Verb Tense Introduction

http://www.englishpage.com/

Online

English Grammar - The English Club

Online

English Practice

http://www.englishclub.com/learnenglish.htm
http://www.englishpractice.com/

Online

ESL Online

http://www.rong-chang.com/

Online

ESL Party Land

http://www.eslpartyland.com/

Online

Add Your Words to Wild & Wacky Stories

Online

Online Writing Lab

http://kids.nationalgeographic.com/Games/M
oreGames
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/

Online

Cartoon Factory Game

Online

Activities for ESL/EFL Students

http://www.nationalgeographic.com/kids/ngo
/cartoons/more.html
http://a4esl.org

Internet Dictionary and Reference
Online

Encyclopedia Britannica

http://www.britannica.com/

Online

http://www.merriam-webster.com/

Online

Merriam- Webster Online Dictionary and
More
MSN Learning and Reference

Online

Online Dictionary

http://dictionary.reference.com/

Online

Online Dictionary Encyclopedia

http://www.encyclopedia.com/

Online

Online Thesaurus

http://thesaurus.reference.com/

Online

Oxford English Dictionary - NEW

http://dictionary.oed.com/entrance.dtl

Online

Oxford Translation Dictionary - NEW

http://www.oxfordlanguagedictionaries.com/

Online

US Immigration Information

http://www.uscis.gov/portal/site/uscis

Online

World Fact Book

http://www.theodora.com/wfb/

ESL - Level 5-6 and HCI

http://encarta.msn.com/default.aspx
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Listening
Online

English Baby

http://www.englishbaby.com/lessons/index.htm

Online

English Listening Activities

http://www.elllo.org/

Online

Listen to English

http://eleaston.com/listen.html

Online

Global English - Learn English Online

http://www.globalenglish.com/m/

Online

Grammar Bytes

http://www.chompchomp.com/

Online

Interesting Things for ESL Students

http://www.manythings.org/

Online

Self – Study Quizzes for ESL Students

http://a4esl.org/q/h/

Online

Randall’s ESL Lab

http://www.esl-lab.com

Online

USA Learns

Online

Vocabulary and Games– Pre- Level 1 – 2 - NEW

http://usalearns.org/index/welcome.cfm?CFI
D=775517&CFTOKEN=70843951&jsessioni
d=1a30b6ce0da0998deb474d2f115721ac3
740
http://www.starfall.com/

Online

Vocabulary Help Online

http://www.english-at-home.com/

Online

Connections for Success in Work or Education

http://www.connectionsforsuccess.com

Online

English Pronunciation

Online

English Pronunciation—Okanagan University

http://www.englishclub.com/pronunciation/in
dex.htm
http://www.faceweb.okanagan.bc.ca/pron/

Online

Mouth Workout—Tongue Twisters

http://www.elfs.com/MM5%20menu.html

Online

Native Accent Web – Carniegie -- NEW

Online

Phonetics – The Sounds of American English

Online

Sounds of English

https://nativeaccent.carnegiespeech.com/m
yClassroom/login/index.php
http://www.uiowa.edu/~acadtech/phonetics/
english/frameset.html
http://www.soundsofenglish.org/pronunciatio
n/index.htm

Online

Coca-Cola

http://www.coca-cola.com

Online

Jelly Belly

http://www.jellybelly.com

Online

Kraft Interactive Kitchen

http://web.kraftfoods.com

Online

National Geographic

http://www.nationalgeographic.com

Online

National Park Service

http://www.nps.gov

Online

Rainforest Café

http://www.rainforestcafe.com/lMain.asp

Online

US Immigration Information

http://www.uscis.gov/portal/site/uscis

Pronunciation

Company Web Sites

ESL - Level 5-6 and HCI
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Audio

Healthcare Interpreting Audio
Online
(Healthcare)

Online
(Healthcare)

Chinese Lessons
Basic Terminology
Basic Phrases
Basic Scenarios

Spanish
Basic Terminology
Basic Phrases
Basic Scenarios

Practice the lessons in the Healthcare Interpreting Program
for Chinese Speakers, by listening and recording the different
terminology, phrases and scenarios.
Practice the lessons in the Healthcare Interpreting Program
for Spanish Speakers, by listening and recording the different
terminology, phrases and scenarios.

Healthcare Interpreting Video & Animation
Online

HCI Video

(Healthcare)

Online

Focus On Health
1 Companies Committing…
2 Warding Off Pneumonia
3 Running on Empty
4 Underage Alcohol Abuse
5 Crack, Impossible to Cure
6 Killer Fat
7 Transplant Patient Receives…
8 Whose Child...?
9 What Made Them Do It?
10 Use of Growth Hormones in
Children
11 Good-bye Wrinkles
12 When Your Best Friend's Sick
Healthcare Animation

(Animations)

Counter

Counter

Herbs for Healthcare
English and Chinese

The Complete Acupuncture
English only

ESL - Level 5-6 and HCI

Video segments taken from a television news magazine in
the 90’s. Accompanying textbook works on vocabulary,
grammar, and understanding.

An animation with three different healthcare scenes and no
audio.
Introduces herbal medicine as it is practiced today.
Introduction to an ancient yet still widely used branch of
medicine.
Introduces and describes the skilled use of acupuncture and
moxibustion. It details the body points and needles used,
diagnosis and treatment of common diseases and well as
use in medicine, surgery, gynecology, pediatrics,
ophthalmology, and skin diseases.
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